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For Charles G.D. Roberts, the link between the child and the  natior 
made in his unfortunate and much-mocked patriotic ode  "Canada" (1886 
was a natural, even stereotyped one. Although the giant limbs of his "Chilc 
of Nations7' may now seem ludicrous, even monstrous,l the connectior 
between child and nation is still used by-modern Canadian writers wishin! 
to make a nationalist point. The concept of the child found in rnoderl 
literature, indeed the modern child himself, is widely accepted as a1 
invention of Rousseau's Romanticism.2 Little consideration, however, ha 
been given to the possibility of a relationship between Romantic theories o 
nation and national literature, theories which dominated Canadian litera;! 
criticism until recently, and the use of the child figure in Canadian writing 
That there is such a connection seems indisputable; its nature remains to  bt 
explored. 

Jean Jacques Rousseau's Etnile (1762) affected the use of the child figurc 
in all Western literature. As Peter Coveney points out in his Poor Monkey 
The Child in ~iterrrture,3 after Rousseau the child was commonly used a s  : 
symbol of nature, imagination, sensibility and innocence, and frequently 
by the best writers, as a "symbol o f  the greatest significance fo r  thc 
subjective investigation of the Self" (xi-xii).4 Although many Canadiar 
writers use the child in precisely these ways, it is hardly surprising that  man)  
more of them link an image so suitable to a discussion of individual identit) 
with that great Canadian obsession, the search for national identity. 
Certainly Rousseau felt that if one's goal was to inculcate patriotism one 
began with the child; he wrote in his ConsidPra/iotissur legu~r~~ert?et~ient dc 
Pologtie that "un enfant en ouvrant les yeux doit voir la patrie, et jusqu'a la 
mort ne doit plus voir qu'elle. Tout vrai republicain suca avec le lait d e  sa 
mere I'amour de sa patrie."5 

The child seems a natural symbol to represent the land, or  the nation,  for 
several common-sense reasons: children inherit land from their parents, 
parents buy property, work farms, fight wars, and emigrate to strange, far- 
off places in order to leave land, and a nation, to their children. Romantic 
theories, however, make the connection between child and birthplace, 



citizen and nation, far more powerful and more spiritual (or in some cases, 
more "scientific") than common sense can explain. As Susanna Moodie 
points out in her introduction to Ro~ighirzg it in the Bush in 1852, emigrants 
"sacrifice . . . those local attachments which stamp the scenes amid which 
[their] childhood grew, in imperishable characters upon the heart" in order 
to "exult in the prospect of their children being free and the land of their 
adoption great." Moodie, although feeling herself a "stranger in a strange 
land", exhorted "British Mothers of Canadian sons . . . learn to feel for 
their country the same enthusiasm which fills your hearts when thinking of 
the glory of your own. Teach them to love ~ a n a d a . " 6  

In making this firm distinction between British mothers and their 
Canadian sons, her country and their. country, Moodie is simply repeating a 
widely-held tenet of Romanticism which insists that the scenes of 
childhood, the soil of one's birthplace, leave an indelible impression in 
"imperishable characters" on the native heart. Samuel Taylor Coleridge's 
"Sonnet to the River Otter," written in the 179OYs, is a typical expression of 
this belief. Despite the many "various-fated" years which have passed since 
he has last seen the Otter, "so deep impressed" are the "sweet scenes of 
childhood" that he can recall them in exquisite detail. 

Modern English-Canadian criticism and English-Canadian literature 
both testify to  the vitality of this belief. Northrop Frye, in his introduction 
to The Btlslz Garden, explains that the difference between the painting of a 
Ghanaian and those of some Canadians was caused by the African's 
spending his "impressionable years in a world where colour was a constant 
datum."7 Wallace Stegner, in his Wo/f Willow strengthens the force of this 
idea by connecting it with scientific theories of animal imprinting 
popularized by Konrad ~ o r e n z . 8  Stegner writes: "Expose a child to a 
particular environment at his susceptible time and he will perceive in the 
shapes of that environment until he dies."9 Although no  one has ever 
precisely demarcated the length of the "impressionable period," and 
although Stegner never convincingly explains what it means to "perceive in 
the shapes of . . . [an] environment," the learning seems to be both 
irresistible and unconscious, and to occur separately from formal 
education. 

Because the origin of the modern literary child figure is so closely related 
to the origins of Romanticism as a whole, it is simpler to examine the 
context in which ideas concerning childhood like those of Moodie, 
Coleridge, Frye, and Stegner arose, rather than to try to trace the child 
figure in isolation. Perhaps because England and France had fairly secure 
national identities, the most important theoretical development of 
Romantic nationalism occurred in Germany, in the writing of ,  among 
others, J.G. Herder (1744-1803), August (1767-1845) and Friedrich von 
Schlegel (1772-1829), and Madame de Stael (1766-1 817). In Germany, 



which had a n  ancient culture but n o  unified national state until 1871, an (  
where the culture of the klite was French, rather than German, the nationa 
culture was used to justify the creation of a geographically united stat1 
whose borders would follow the cultural borders of language and  race 
Thus "nation" became as much a cultural as a political concept. Since t h ~  
best evidence, according to  these theorists, for  the existence of a nat ion i 
the existence of a great national literature, Romantic political and literar: 
theories are often inextricably related. Friedrich von Schlegel writes in  hi, 
Lectures on the History of Literature in 1815: 

I f  literature be considered as the quintessence of the most distinguished 
and peculiar productions by which the spirit of an age and the character 
of a nation express themselves, . . . it must be admitted that an artistic 
and highly finished literature is undoubtedly one of the greatest 
advantages any nation can possess. 10 

This belief was widely held in Canada - both English and French - anc 
still is. Edward Hartley Dewart in his introduction t o  Selectiotzs fro)? 
Canadian Poets, published in 1864, three years before Confederation 
makes the common assumption that a nation can, indeed should, exist prioi 
to the formation of a national state: 

A national literature is an essential element in the formation of a 
national character . . . . It may be Fairly questioned whether the whole 
range of history presents the spectacle of a people firmly united 
politically, without the subtle but powerful cement of  a national 
literature. 1 1 

Camille Roy, in his "French-Canadian Literature" (1913) writes t h a ~  
"nothing expresses better, or  stimulates more effectively, the forces oi 
national consciousness than literature" and notes that fortunately, m a n y  01 
the works written in Quebec "breathe the perfume of  the soil, and a r e  the 
espression - original, sincere and profound - of the Canadian spirit."li 
In short, the insistence that there was such an indelible, itnperishablc 
impression, stamped by the land on the people, was essential in making thai 
people's political claim to that land good. Since existence of a link betweer 
people and land cannot be proven scientifically, a great literature is taken a5 
evidence that such a link does indeed exist. This link has to be asserted a s  an 
a prior; of any discussion of national literature, and has, until recently, 
most often been presented as natural, organic, and determined, like the 
genetic link between parent and child - hence, "fatherland" and 
"motherland." 

No one  would seriously dispute the idea that the region where we spend 
our "impressionable years" has an  impact on  our  imaginations. But why 
insist on such an  overwhelming, inevitable, and permanent imprint - one,  
it seems, that cannot be changed? Because if one does not, one's claim ta 



the land is drastically weakened. If there is no inevitable link between a 
people and the place they live, then they have at best squatter's rights. If a 
foreigner can write as powerfully about a nation as a native, this puts the 
legitimacy of the native claim to that nation into question. This is why we 
persist in seeing Louis HCmon (who spent only two years in Quebec) and 
Frederick Philip Grove (who was definitely past his impressionable prime 
when he hit the prairies) as "exceptions," even though they have as integral 
a place in the literary tradition as any writers who passed those vital 
"impressionable years" here. If foreign writers write well about us, they are 
quietly naturalized; if they write badly the reason is simple; spiritual dual 
citizenship is impossible. Edward McCourt in his The Canndinn West in 
Fiction accounts for Frederick Niven's "comparative failure to write of the 
Canadian West in a manner worthy of his very great talents" by asking 
rhetorically "Does a native of one country ever write really well of another? 
Can a writer whose roots are deep in the soil of his native land . . . ever be 
transplanted with complete success?"l3 Of course the answer he expected 
and the answer I would give are opposed. If we consider the writers who 
have bothered to write about countries other than those of their birth, a 
surprisingly large number of them have done so successfd!y. 

If the link between the land and the child is so vital for the establishment 
of the national identity, then the link between the land and the artist 
obviously will be seen as even more vita!. The authenticity and nationality 
of art produced by a child artist, while still free of all foreign influence, is, 
in Romantic terms, indisputable. This may well explain the prevalence of 
Canadian works written not only about children, but also from the point of 
view of an imaginative child, like W.O. Mitchell's Brian, or of a child- 
artist, like L.M. Montgomery's Anne, several of Margaret Laurence's child 
characters, Marie-Claire Blais' Pauline Archange and Jean-Ee-Maigre, and 
Gabrielle Roy's Christine. 

At this point it seems essential to wonder why Paul Hiebert's account of 
that "unspoi!ed child of the soil,'' Sarah Binks (1906-1?29), which parodies 
this and many of the other cherished tenets of Romantic nationalism, did 
not deter more critics and writers from unthinkingly trotting out the same 
old implausible geographical determinism again and again. Hiebert follows 
a well-worn path when he tells us that "Sarah Binks was the product of her 
soil and her roots go deep . . . No other poet has so expressed the 
Saskatchewan soul. No other poet has caught in deathless line so much of 
its elusive spirit, the baldness of its prairies, the alkalinity of its soil, the 
richness of its insect life."l4 Perhaps this parody is the best evidence that 
Romantic nationalism had reached saturation level in English-Canadian 
literary criticism when Sarah Birzks was published in 1947 - New Criticism 
must have arrived as a blessed relief. 

Anyway, at this point in the discussion it seems safe enough to assert that 



an examination of Canadian literature might reveal many child figure5 
being used to establish not only some connection with the land, but also s 
secure title to it. I say "land" rather than "nation" because "nation" is s 
word particularly fraught with tension and ambiguity in Canada. Brian ir 
W.O. Mitchell's Who has Seen the Wind (1947) and Wallace Stegner': 
"sensuous little savage" are establishing the title to  a region - the West - 
(and for Stegner the region subsumes the national border); the land that the 
Emmanuels "ont toujours cultivi: . . . avec soin" in Marie-Claire Blais' Unt 
Saison duns la Vie d '~tnmanuel l5 is clearly Quebec, while Howard 
O'Hagan, Margaret Laurence, and Robert Kroetsch, among others, seem tc 
be attempting to fuse all of Canada together in their use of the child image. 
(The attempt results in some pretty unusual genealogies, as we shall see.) 

To  this point, what has been argued is valid for both English Canada and 
Quebec. Both shared the same theories concerning literature and the 
nation,l6 although they applied them to different nations. Yet a shared 
literary theory is not enough to force literary similarity on such different 
societies. In Quebec, children carry a much greater weight of sociological, 
political, and religious significance than they do  in English Canada. 
Rousseau's Emile, not to mention W.O. Mitchell's Brian, would have 
received short shrift in the repressive household of Claire Martin's Dans un 
gant de .fer.17 Traditionally, in Quebec, large families were not only 
necessary to work the land, and favoured by the Church, but were also part 
of the "revenge of the cradle." As a result, the child was simply one of a 
large family - in the early literature a contented one like the typical family 
of the roman de la terre, where the peasant couple, "entourks de leurs 
nombreux enfants . . . vivent contents sur la terre a laquelle ils se consacrent 
corps et fime."18 If the work was written after the old illusions had faded 
with World War Two, the child is more likely to be one of an under-fed, 
runny-nosed mob, symbol of his own oppression and that of his parents, 
especially &is mother. Grand-mere Antoinette has no illusions about the 
purity of childhood - she consistently compares her grandchildren t o  the 
vermin they themselves are infested with. Blais writes, laconically, "mais 
Grand-mere Antoinette domptait admirablement toute cette marke 
d'enfants qui grondait a ses pieds" (tr. "Grand-mkre Antoinette was 
admirable as she tamed the tide of children roaring around her feet.")l9 

As Mirielle Servais-Maquoi points out in her Le Rotnan de la terre au 
QuPbec, the small Quebec klite, including the Church, during the century 
after the Rebellion of 1837 fervently promoted the link between the people 
and the land as the only possible means to preserve Quebec as a nation. 
George-Etienne Cartier (1814-1873), speaking in 1855, put it with passion: 
"Canadiens fran~ais,  n'oublions pas que si nous voulons assurer notre 
existence nationale, ilfalrt 17011s cran7ponner a la terre" [his italicsl.20 Even 
during the rapid industralization of Quebec during and after the First 
World War, and the equally rapid evacuation of the habitants of the 



Quebec countryside, either to the city or to  the United States, the 
conservative appeal to the land continued to be presented as the only way to 
preserve the Quebec identity, and many novels aided this appeal "en 
dkcrivant, avec un pessimisme outrageant, les catastrophes qui accablent le 
malheureux dberteur de la terre paternelle."21 As a result, the claim to the 
soil in Quebec was usually embodied in the figure of the peasant, rather 
than that of the child.22 This is appropriate, for although the two are 
related23 the child embodies an innate promise of growth and change. The 
peasant, however, is a static image, appropriate to the conservative 
emphasis in Quebec which preserved him as a cultural symbol of passive 
nationalism for over a century. And it should not be forgotten that the 
passivity of the peasant worked to the advantage, not only of the English- 
Canadian, but also of the Quebec klite; George-Etienne Cartier was not 
only one of the patriotic revolutionaries of 1837, but he also, after a short 
exile in the United States, landed on his feet as a Father of Confederation. 
The new nationalism of the Quiet Revolution had to repudiate the old 
conservative image of Quebec society as 'fran~ais,  rural, et catholique'; 
often the baby was thrown out with the revolutionary bathwater. The 
problem of the modern Quebec writer is not in establishing a title to the 
land; it is showing how the Qukbkcois can manage to live in a city without 
being oppressed by some faceless "boss," whether English, French, or  
American. As a result, the peasant figure has been replaced more often by 
the figure of the urban guerilla than by the child.24 Therefore, although 
some links are made below between literary child figures in Quebec and 
English Canada, it is wrong to assume that the two figures are used with 
equal frequency, or to mean exactly the same things. 

Even in English Canada, one finds variations in the use of the child figure 
from region to region. The child as claimant to the land seems far more 
common in Western Canadian literature, perhaps because the West is the 
region most recently settled. 

Canada as a iirhole is far rnore difficult to clairn ihan is a region, sirnply 
because Canada does not fit the usual Romantic definition of "nation." If 
one is English, two other "races", the native people and the French, were 
here first, and therefore have better title. Since English Canada is far from 
the ideal of one people of one racial background speaking in one language, 
the English-Canadian writer often uses the child as a device to move English 
Canada closer to ideal nationhood. Often, the English-Canadian literary 
child is the product of a mixed marriage, a child who will somehow grow up 
representing a bicultural (or even multicultural) ideal, rather than 
succumbing (as seems more likely) to cultural confusion or assimilation. 
Catharine Parr Trail1 (1802-1899), in her Canadian Cr~rsoes (1852), writes 
of three children lost in the wilderness. Two, Hector and Catharine, are the 
children of Catharine Perron and Duncan Maxwell; Catharine nursed 
Duncan back to health after the Battle of the Plains of Abraham (a favorite 



device of literary matchmakers with federal leanings). The other child is 
their cousin, Louis Perron. The two boys, as Clara Thomas points out 
"inherit their fathers' temperaments"; Hector the Highlander is "stern, 
steady, persevering, cautious" while Louis the Frenchman is "hopeful, 
lively, fertile in expedient and gay as a lark"; Catharine, however, possesses 
"the best attributes of both races."25 (One can see clearly here that Traill, 
like most Romantic nationalists, identifies "race" and "nationality".) Not 
surprisingly, the children survive, as did their literary model.26 They 
discover a little Indian girl, whom they rather unimaginatively name 
Indiana, rather than Friday. She too, as Thomas points out, is described 
according to the firmly established racial stereotypes of the time. 
Nonetheless, all four children work together, and at the end of the novel, 
Catharine marries Louis, and Hector, Indiana. Thomas connects the ending 
to "the author's own fantasy of wish-fulfillment for the future peace, 
prosperity, and Christian brotherhood of the Canadian people" (34-35); 
there is no doubt of the ending's nationalist significance. Here we see 
British, French, and native, the three "races" with a claim to the land, 
united in peace, order, and good government. 

Philippe Aubert de Gasp6 (1786-1871) provides a rare example of the 
same device in Quebec in his Les Anciens Canadieils (1863). Archibald 
Cameron of Lochiel is educated by the Jesuits in the same seminary as Jules 
d'Haberville; naturally they become friends. Later Archie joins the English 
army and Jules the French. Inevitably they meet in the thick of battle on the 
Plains of Abraham. Archie spares Jules's life, and so feels able later to 
propose to  Jules's sister, Blanche, but she rejects him for patriotic reasons. 
She explains to her brother that ,,she does not wish to  be "la premiere a 
donner l'exemple d'un double joug aux nobles filles au Canada" (tr. "the 
first to set the example of a double yoke to the daughters of canadaW).27 
But significantly she adds "il est naturel, il est m&me a souhaiter que les 
races franqaise et anglo-saxonne, ayant maintenant une m&me patrie, vivant 
sous les memes lois, se rapprochent par des alliances intimes; mais il serait 
indigne ae  moi s'en cionner i'exemple" (tr. "it is natural and even desirable 
that the French and English in Canada having now one country and the 
same laws, should forget their ancient hostility and enter into the most 
intimate relationships; but I am not the one to set the exampleM).28 Maurice 
Lemire, in his Les Grandes lhPrnes natiorlalistes dtc roman historique 
c a n a d i e m - f a a i  notes that this is a common device in several historical 
novels concerning the period; the love-stricken Englishmen, victorious in 
battle, are defeated in love.29 What happens next is not typical of the 
Quebec novel, however; Jules d9Haberville does marry an Englishwoman 
and produces the first of a long line of Canadian fictional children with 
names reflecting both cultures - Archie d'Haberville. The reaction of 
English Canada to this novel could hardly be anything but positive, even 
complacent, as its rapid and frequent translation into English in 1864, 1890, 
1905, and 1929 proves.30 



Although a Quebec nationalist would be unlikely to use the child of a 
mixed marriage as a symbol of his nation, this use of the child is 
understandably common in English Canada. Sometimes the chidren of the 
mixed marriages are unborn at the novel's end - leaving the success of the 
solution to the reader's imagination. Hugh MacLennan7s famous two 
solitudes finally meet in the marriage of Paul Tallard and Heather Yardley. 
In Sinclair Ross's A s  for Me and My Hottse (1941) a child - the illegitimate 
son of Judith West and Philip Bentley - resolves the plot. Judith West, as 
her name implies, is the west,31 and the child, who brings change and hope 
into his father's previously sterile life, is analogous to the masterpieces 
which Philip Bentley, inspired by the land and freed by his adultery from his 
unsuitable profession as a clergyman, will finally paint.32 

The child at the end of Howard O'Hagan's Tay John (1939) would seem 
to have little chance of representing anything, since he is still in the womb, 
and his mother is dead. But his father, Tay John, the son of an Irishman 
from Ontario and a Shuswap, was born out of his mother's grave and 
womb simultaneously, an act which provides him with the best claim to the 
territory - autochthony. When, at the nove!'~ end, he wa!ks back into the 
earth, dragging the dead and pregnant Ardith Aeriola behind him on a 
toboggan, his resemblance to a vegetation god rising out of the earth in the 
spring and descending into it in the winter becomes marked. The next turn 
of the natural cycle will bring forth his child. Ardith Aeriola's confused 
ancestry makes this child an amalgam of all the main nationalities in the 
West - immigrant and native. 

At the end of Robert Kroetsch's The Studhorse Man another child 
combines the Acadian heritage of her father, Hazard Lepage, with that of 
her mother, who has a name which could be either Indian or English - 
~roudfoot .33  In Margaret Laurence's The Diviners (1974) a parallel figure, 
Piquette Tonnerre Gunn, is the child of Jules Tonnerre, a MCtis whose 
grandfather fought with Riel, and Morag Gunn, whose ancestors were 
High!and settlers. 

Although Ross, ICroetsch, and O'Hagan leave their child figures rather 
undeveloped in their novels, they do not deserve to have them brutally 
reduced lilce this into nationalist or regionalist dei ex machina or genetic 
resolutions of a theoretical difficulty. Perhaps for Trail1 and Aubert de 
GaspC, the child of mixed parentage was the only solution to the problem of 
Canadian national identity, given the rigidity of the Romantic equation of 
"nation" with "race." But in Ross, and Laurence, the babies' parents are 
artists - Philip paints, Judith sings, Jules is a folksinger, Morag a novelist. 
In ICroetsch and O'Hagan, the parents have mythic overtones. The fathers 
are heroes who are only revealed to us through the words of an artist. 
Martha Proudfoot has symbolic associations not only with the Virgin Mary, 
but also with lsis and Venus, while Ardith Aeriola is a type of the 
eternal seductress. The strong connection of art and myth with the child 



figure marks a transformation in the way writers look at Romantic 
nationalist theory. The change was at least partially necessitated by events! 
as well as by the wide acceptance of new philosophical models of reality; il 
became clear that whatever the hopes of Lord Durham may have been, thc 
QuCbCcois would not willingly assimilate. As well, the immigration pattern 
in Canada meant that the old Romantic ideal of racial purity was doomed, 
even if Hitler had not given it the worst kind of name. Unlike theil 
predecessors, who insisted that we must have a common language, race, and 
landscape before we could have a national culture,34 these modern writers 
are now saying that a national culture or myth of the nature is the nation. 

Margaret Laurence's The Diviners (1974) is a model of the way Romantic 
theory is being rewritten in modern English-Canadian literature. Tht 
Diviners is about ways of discovering one's identity, both individual anc 
national; and finding one's identity and the creative process often come tc 
the same thing. Now art creates the nation; in the past, geography was tht 
root-bed of all art. At first glance, Laurence seems to be patterning Morag'! 
quest for identity on the old Romantic nationalism, since Morag feels shi 
must trace her ancestry, find her authentic language, and make a pilgrimagi 
to the racial homeland of her ancestors. Yet Laurence consistently refute! 
and reformulates all the old concepts. The old Romantic nationalism ofter 
ended in the rigid horrors of "scientific" theories of race, and a terrifyinglj 
simple-minded geographical, historical, and linguistic determinism 
Laurence replaces the old insistence on mechanical cause and effect, or 
purity and fixity, and especially on truth, either religious, philosophical 
historical, or scientific, with a fluid and relativistic mythology, based or 
imagination and passion. One crucial scene encapsulates both Laurence': 
theoretical foundation, and her method of using these borrowed theorier 
only to  subvert them. Morag hides her first submission to  the literar! 
section of the university newspaper in volume one of Hippolyte Taine'r 
History of Etzglish Literature (1863; English tr. 1871). Taine's version o 
Romantic nationalism was a naturalistic, that is, an over-optimisticalll 
"scientific" one. He believed that all social products - art, religion 
philosophy, government - were the result of mechanical interactior 
among three general influences which he labelled in his most famou! 
formulation "race, milieu, et rnornent." By the end of the novel, Moral 
will have turned the situation and Taine's theories inside out by concealing 
her version of race and milieu inside her novel - the one she'is writing a1 
through The Diviners. In the newspaper office, Morag bumps into Ell: 
Gerson, who has her poem about the holocaust stuck inside a copy ol 
Marx's Das Kapital. Ella's presence defuses any suspicion that Laurence i! 
advocating any theory of nationalism that could lead to  another Auschwitz 
Ella knows what Morag spends the rest of the novel learning. When Moral 
asks her if she had relatives who died in the concentration camp, sht 
answers "Yes . . . But it would've been the same if I hadn't."35 Writers 
sympathies do not always have to be tied to family and "race," but car 



extend as far as their imaginations will reach. Yet one cannot totally ignore 
one's own past, as Morag does for years, to her cost. At the end of the novel 
she tells Pique's Dan, who still thinks he can reject his family and his father, 
"your own place will be different, but it'll be the same too, in some ways 
. . . You can change a whole lot, but you can't throw him away entirely" 
(354). Laurence, following Morag's advice, retains Taine, but in the manner 
of Marx upending Hegel. One of the many ways she turns him upside-down 
is by countering the idea of racial and family pride based on purity of 
blood, with the idea of adoption. The natural child is not necessarily the 
true inheritor. Morag says to Christie, her adoptive father, on his deathbed 
"you've been my father to me" (396); Eva Winkler adopts Christie and 
Prin as parents, cleaning their house, nursing them, tending their grave; 
Ella's mother adopts Morag, lending her Russian literature and socialist 
pamphlets, as well as a shoulder to cry on (186); and Royland, the old, 
childless water-diviner, adopts Morag's child Pique as a grand-child (242). 

Romantic national theory persists, not because it is true, but because 
people need to believe they belong somewhere by right, without pain or 
cost. Laurence refuses to allow any of her characters that luxury. Her 
message is that the true inheritors of the nation, as of any gift, are those 
who can come to terms with it imaginatively, not those who demand it as 
their right because of rigid racial, historical, or political claims.36 

Margaret Atwood similarly subverts the old notions in her Surfacing. As 
children, the narrator and her brother pretended to burn Hitler, believing 
"if only he could be destroyed everyone would be saved, safe."37 As an 
adults she retained this moral absolutism, applying this Romantic 
nationalist belief in national stereotypes to Americans, consistently blaming 
them for all the ecological and cultural problems of her childhood 
"paradise." Going through a portage, she and her friends find a dead 
heron, and when she meets the men who she is sure are responsible for its 
wanton killing, she is convinced they are Americans. Then comes the 
subversive moment; the "Americans" are from Toronto and Sarnia. This 
begins a process of rising guiit; she cannot face at first the idea that the evil 
she has been labelling "American" is "in us too . . . innate" (132). She 
cannot accept until she dives into the lake that in having an abortion against 
her will, she is also guilty of wanton killing. Her comment that "the trouble 
some people have being German . . . I have being human" (130) still 
governs her behaviour even then. She tries to do penance by making 
restitution, by having an "animal-child": "it will be covered with shining 
fur, a god. I will never teach i t  any words'' (162). Finally, however, she 
realized that to be human is to be guilty, fallen from the beginning. Even an 
unborn child is corrupted by the very thing that defines it as human, "word 
furrows potential already in its proto-brain" (191). She realizes that she has 
been using the labels "American" and "Canadian" to designate qualities 
that have nothing to do with nationality, and everything to do with 
language: "If you look like them and talk like them you are them, I was 



saying, you speak their language, a language is everything you do" (129) 
To  equate these labels with terms from Survival (Toronto: Anansi, 1972 
"Americans" are "victors," "Canadians" are victims"; she must hersel 
learn that to constantly struggle to transcend these roles is to become trul! 
human. Thus the baby becomes, not a symbol of the first true Canadian 
but "it might be the first true human" (191). Both Laurence and Atwooc 
seem to be trying to combine the realization that the world is becominl 
smaller and smaller, borders more and more irrelevant, with the feeling tha 
an identity based on a strong sense of place is essential to true humanity. 

Technology has transformed nature, and it has also transformed tht 
child-figure. In an urban country, it is impossible to take the "child o 
nature" straight from Rousseau. Somehow the child must be adapted tc 
perform the function of establishing a national or regional identity relatec 
to the land while at the same time coming to terms with the urbanization o 
the average Canadian. Part of Atwood's narrator's rejection o 
"Americans" was a rejection of technology. Yet she finally accepted that tc 
try to escape technology in modern Canada, to go "back to the land" as he 
parents did, is to live in a fools' paradise, a paradise that is being eaten uy 
by the very technology they are trying to escape. 

Gander Stake, in Robert J.C. Stead's Grain (1926) recapitulates the high 
speed passage of the West through the era during and after the First Worlc 
War when technology transformed wheat farming - he moves from 
natural child, to inarticulate ploughboy, to city mechanic. He has beer 
"robbed of his childhood" by his love affair with machinery (58) and hac 
the "imagination ground out of his soul" (1 18) by the discipline of farm 
labour.38 Ironically it is a city girl, Jerry Chansley, who points out to him 
the beauty of nature: "She had said the sky was beautiful. For the first timc 
Gander watched i t  - and wondered" (151). Although he may o r  may no 
return from the city where he goes at the end of the novel, i t  is clear that a: 
far as Stead is concerned Gander has a better chance to learn to love naturc 
there than in the country. 

Martha Ostenso's Wilcl Geese makes several similar points; again i t  is a 
city girl, Lind Archer, who teaches "the children at school to  look fol 
beauty in every living thing."39 Ostenso makes a clear distinction betweer 
the land, which is connected with the young, natural Judith Gare, and thc 
soil, which is connected with her father, the tyrannical patriarch Calet 
Gare. Judith, lying naked on the land in the spring, thinks: "Oh h o ~  
linowing the bare earth was, as i f  i t  might have a heart and a mind hidder 
here in the woods. The fields that Caleb had tilled had no tenderness, shc 
knew" (67). At first i t  seems startling that she hates the soil and wants to gel 
away to the city, just as Judith West had in A s  For Me and M y  Horrse. Bur 
they both did a man's work in the fields, as did the child Gander, and it wa: 
"deadening work, so that after a while the spirit forgot to follow the bod) 
behind the horses . . ." (204). For both the evidence of their rebellion is 2 

child conceived out of wedlock. 



These modern English-Canadian writers do  not totally repudiate the old 
Romantic ideal. Nature is still the source of beauty and of identity, but 
simply living on the land, waiting for it to impose itself on one's 
impressionable brain no longer seems to work. The old Romantic view of 
the relations between the child and the land has received some 
phenomenological adjustment. The child must now be educated to love 
nature; he must move from the country, where he is limited by a lack of 
culture or by the need to work constantly, to the city, where he can develop 
his spirit. Thus Brian in Who Has Seen the Wind, influenced by his Uncle 
Sean, decides to become a "dirt doctor," fusing his love of the land with a 
knowledge of the new technologies developed in urban universities to 
preserve it. In this novel, the truly "wild child," the young Ben, although 
attractive, is totally asocial; the town children, Fat and Artie, are cynical or 
vulgar or ~ t u ~ i d . 4 0  Brian, however, can move in both worlds, mediating 
between the prairie and the small town, the country and the city. 

These English-Canadian children leave for the city with optimism, even 
relief. In the Quebec novel, the city still seems to be a dangerous place 
although rural life is no longer unduly idealized. Emmanuel's older brother 
Pomme has his fingers cut off in an industrial accident, and Roch Carrier's 
Philibert, after fleeing to the city from a father who could be Caleb Gare's 
twin brother, dies in a car accident.41 The city children in Gabrielle Roy's 
Borzlzeur d'Occasiotz (1945) lead miserable lives. 

Clearly, for the Quebec novelist, as for the QuCbCcois, it is difficult to 
revise an identity so comprehensively defined by a relationship with the soil. 
Despite English-Canadians' complaints about their own lack of a clear 
identity, obviously one too clearly defined can also be a disadvantage. But 
now writers are beginning to realize that the country of the mind they create 
is as important as the "real" landscape "out there" which the Romantic 
nationalists believed in so firmly all the time they were creating it. As 
George Bowering writes in A Short Sad Book, his post-modernist satire of 
old-fashioned nationalist literary criticism, 

one  time I woke up & said I love this country 
1 love this country I was going to  write . . . . 
I was going to  write this country I love.42 
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